Regional variation in receptive field properties of tectal neurons in pigeons.
The present study provides the first electrophysiological evidence for dorsoventral variation in the receptive field properties of tectal cells in pigeons. According to their receptive field organization, visual response properties and laminar locations, 95 tectal neurons recorded in the present study could be categorized into two groups: (1) Fifty-five DL-neurons were recorded in the dorsal, dorso-lateral, lateral and ventro-lateral tectum and characterized by an excitatory receptive field surrounded by an inhibitory receptive field. Most of them almost equally responded to white and black objects, but did not respond to switch-on and -off of a light spot. (2) Forty VC-neurons were recorded in the ventral tectum and characterized by an excitatory receptive field alone. Their responses to switch-on of a light spot and to a white object were significantly stronger than those to light-off and to a black object, respectively. DL-neurons preferred higher velocity, whereas VC-neurons preferred lower velocity. The recording sites of 53 of 95 cells (56%) examined were marked with pontamine sky blue, showing that DL-neurons were located in tectal layers I-IV, predominantly in layer II, whereas VC-neurons were mainly concentrated in sublayer IIc. The receptive fields of VC-neurons were located within the rostroventral visual field possibly corresponding to the red field of the pigeon retina, suggesting that they might be associated with visual food-foraging behaviors.